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2000 PRIMARY PROCESSOR 
MILL LIST
MAINE FOREST SERVICE
#22 STATE HOUSE STATION
AUGUSTA MAINE     04333
(207)287-2791 OR 1-800-367-0223
SEASONAL, HOBBY, CUSTOM SAWMILLS
http://www.state.me.us/doc/mfs/mfshome.htm
printed under appropriation 013-04A-5103-512
March 27, 2000
The Maine Forest Service is dedicated to the conservation, protection, and enhancement of
Maine’s forests and forest-based economy through promoting informed decisions about the
forests of today and tomorrow. We work to protect the resources and values of Maine’s forests by
developing and implementing forest education, outreach, protection, monitoring and planning
programs.  
The production of the enclosed 2000 Seasonal, Hobby, Custom Sawmills List is one of
the many ways the Maine Forest Service helps individuals make informed decisions. This
information can build awareness and establish communication between mills, loggers, and
landowners to best utilize their trees before they begin harvesting.  This information can also
assist individuals in locating mills that produce specific secondary forest products.
The Maine Forest Service continues to work for the citizens of the State of Maine through our
conservation, protection, and enhancement of the state’s unique character and forest-based
economy.  If you have any questions or comments regarding this publication or any other areas of
forestry, please contact us at the telephone number below or stop by one of our local field offices.
We’ll be glad to assist you.
Sincerely,
Thomas C. Doak
Maine Forest Service, Director
STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
22 STATE HOUSE STATION
AUGUSTA, MAINE
04333-0022
ANGUS S. KING, JR. RONALD B. LOVAGLIO
GOVERNOR                                                                                                                                                               COMMISSIONER
Phone: (207)287-2791 or 1-800-367-0223
Fax: (207) 287-8422
To: Readers of the 2000 Primary Processor Mill List
From: Peter R. Lammert, Utilization Forester
Date: March 27, 2000
During the summer of 1999, the Maine Forest Service distributed a blue 11” x 17” survey to every sawmill
that we had in our database.  Not every mill responded to this survey.
We divided the survey responses into two groups of Primary Processors: those mills that operate year
round and the rest as Seasonal, Hobby, and Custom Sawmills.  Enclosed is the list of Seasonal, Hobby, and
Custom sawmills that responded to our survey.
If you find errors in our production of this information, please contact us, and we will correct the error
before a reprinting is made.  We will try to update this information every other year.
Please use the form below to send in your corrections or requests:
Additional copies can be downloaded from the Maine Forest Service website:
http://www.state.me.us/doc/mfs/pubs.htm
o I request ______ copies of the 2000 Primary Processor Year Round Mill List.
o I request ______ copies of the 2000 Primary Processor Seasonal, Hobby, & Custom Sawing Mill
List.
o I request a Primary Processor Mill Survey form, so that I may be included in the next publication
of the Primary Processor Mill List.
Mail mill list(s) or survey form to:
_________________________________________________________________
Name & Address
o I found errors with the some of information in the 2000 Primary Processor Mill List:
On page _____ The error  and correction is:___________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
use additional pages if necessary
Return this to: Maine Forest Service, #22 SHS, Augusta, ME, 04333-0022
STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
22 STATE HOUSE STATION
AUGUSTA, MAINE
04333-0022
ANGUS S. KING, JR. RONALD B. LOVAGLIO
GOVERNOR                                                                                                                                                                COMMISSIONER
ANDROSCOGGIN
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Poland
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
100 Everett Rd   Poland ME     04274-6329
Art's Custom Lumber          Arthur C. Dunlap MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Arthur Dunlap-207-998-2403
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Lisbon
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
BULL EDGER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BARK MULCH - HOGGED
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CLAPBOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
FENCING
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LOG HOME STOCK
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 22ft
PALLET STOCK
TIMBERS  16x16x20
MILL TYPE 
PALLET MILL
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
Bowdoinham Rd   Lisbon Falls ME     04252
Jim Carville MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Jim Carville-207-353-2625
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Lisbon
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
11 Deschepe Ave   Lisbon ME     04250
Albert Deschene MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Albert Deschene-207-353-2525
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Livermore
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MOULDER
MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
57 Whites Corner Rd   Livermore ME     04253-3406
Jordan's Elmridge Farm          Donald E Jordan MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Donald Jordan-207-897-3584
Wood Buyer: Donald Jordan-207-897-3584
Sales: Donald Jordan-207-897-3584
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
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ANDROSCOGGIN
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Lisbon
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
49 Summer St   Lisbon ME     04250
Pulsifer Custom Sawing          Donald Pulsfier MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Donald Pulllsifer-207-353-4064
Wood Buyer: Donald Pulllsifer-207-353-4064
Sales: Donald Pulllsifer-207-353-4064
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Livermore
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
371 Strickland Ferry Rd   Livermore ME     04253-3867
Tirrell Custom Sawing          Randy Tirrell MILL'S CONTACTS
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Minot
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
ANYTHING SAWN GREEN CUSTOM WILL WORK
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 20ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  4x12x6
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
995 Woodman Hill Rd   Minot ME     04258
Trees For Tomorrow          Daniel W. Gilpatric MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Danny Gilpatric-207-345-3040
Wood Buyer: Danny Gilpatric-207-782-0764
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
BEECH  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
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AROOSTOOK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Mapleton
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
CHIPPER
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LOG HOME STOCK
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
PO Box 601   Clayton Lake ME     04737-0601
David Allen MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: David Allen-207-435-6978
Wood Buyer: David Allen-207-435-6978
Sales: David Allen-207-435-6978
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Bridgewater
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
RD 1 Box 164   Mars Hill ME     04758
Dana Beals MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Dana Beals-207-425-4565
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
CEDAR  1-10MBF
ASH  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Island Falls
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOAT LUMBER
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
Island Falls ME     04747
Belverdere Lumber          Barry McArthur MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Barry McArthur-207-463-2308
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
CEDAR  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Stockholm
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
CEDAR - LUMBER
CLAPBOARDS
CLAPBOARDS - RESAWN
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
South Main St   Stockholm ME     04783
Edwin Bossie MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Peter Bossie-207-896-5620
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
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AROOSTOOK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Reed Plt
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
RESAW-HORIZONTAL
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - LUMBER
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
KINDLING - LOOSE
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 21ft
TIMBERS  12x12x20
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
HCR 60 Box 1078A   Wytopitlock ME     04497
Thomas J. Leddy MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Thomas Leddy-207-448-2496
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Wallagrass Plt
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR - SIDING - TONGUE AND GROOVE
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
Slybrook Rd    Box 1040   Soldier Pond ME     04781
Fred Malmborg MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Fred Malmborg-207-444-5463
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Allagash
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-LAG BED
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
CEDAR - LUMBER
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
RFD  1 Box 450   Allagash ME     04774
Milton Tottle MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Milton Tottle-207-398-3503
Wood Buyer: Milton Tottle-207-398-3503
Sales: Milton Tottle-207-398-3503
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CUMBERLAND
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Standish
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
Box 675 Oak Hill Rd   Standish ME     04084
Wesley Dolloff MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Windham
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
LATHS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
45 Montgomery Rd   Windham ME     04062
James Gilman MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Jim Gilman-207-892-8454
Wood Buyer: Jim Gilman-207-892-8454
Sales: Jim Gilman-207-892-8454
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Freeport
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
69 Hunter Rd   Freeport ME     04032
Robert R McGann MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Standish
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CLAPBOARDS
CLAPBOARDS - RESAWN
KINDLING - BUNDLED
SHINGLES - PINE
MILL TYPE 
CLAPBOARD MILL
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
SHINGLE MILL
11 Cole Hill Rd   Standish ME     4084
David McNutt MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: David NcNutt-207-642-3252
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
RED PINE  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
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CUMBERLAND
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
North Yarmouth
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CLAPBOARDS
CLAPBOARDS - RESAWN
FURNITURE
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 21ft
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
PORTABLE, SEASONAL
184 Walnut Hill Rd   North Yarmouth ME     04097
Walnut Hill Woodworking          Malcolm B. Thomas MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Standish
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 28ft
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
Bonny Eagle Rd Box 400   Standish ME     0408
Waterman Lumber          Roger Mosley MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Roger Mosley-207-642-2257
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
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FRANKLIN
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Rangeley
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR SHAVINGS - LOOSE
FURNITURE STOCK
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
Box 486 Pleasant St   Rangeley ME     04970
Allison Custom Sawing          George Allison MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: George Allison-207-864-5530
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Coplin Plt
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 24ft
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
Attn: Cochese  P.O. Box 393   Stratton ME     04982
Coplin Plantation Farm & Sawmill          MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Cochese-207-246-7021
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Phillips
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LOG HOME STOCK
LOG HOMES
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 22ft
RAILROAD TIES
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
RR 2 Box 1095   Phillips ME     04966
Gaudette Custom Lumber Sawn          Raymond Gaudette MILL'S CONTACTS
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Farmington
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
RR2 Box 1695   A Ridge Rd   Farmington ME     04938
Robert Marquis MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Robert Marquis-207-778-3461
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
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FRANKLIN
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Farmington
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
RR 3 Box 3285   Farmington ME     04938
Dale Platt MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Dale Platt-207-778-9717
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Carrabassett Valley
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
FURNITURE
FURNITURE STOCK
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
RR 1 Box 1972   Carrabassett Valley ME     04947
RC Woodworks          Ray Cloutier MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Ray Cloutier-207-235-2061
Wood Buyer: Ray Cloutier-207-235-2061
Sales: Ray Cloutier-207-235-2061
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Madrid
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
CHIPPER
MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
PO Box 364   Phillips ME     04966
S-W Custom Sawing          Eric M. Welch MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Eric Webb-207-639-5022
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Weld
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
Box 160 Dixfield Rd   Weld ME     04285
Scott Storer MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
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HANCOCK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Ellsworth
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
1x1x48" pointed grade & garden stakes
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
BOAT TIMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR SHAVINGS - LOOSE
FENCING
FENCING -  WHITE WOOD
FENCING - CEDAR
KINDLING - LOOSE
LOG HOME STOCK
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 21ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  28x28x21
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL
896 Red Bridge Rd   Ellsworth ME     04605
Ashley K. Place MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Ashley Place-207-667-6975
Wood Buyer: Ashley Place-207-667-6975
Sales: Ashley Place-207-667-6975
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
CEDAR  11-50 MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  51-100 MBF
WHITE PINE  51-100 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Gouldsboro
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL
Box 520   Gouldsboro ME     04607
Bill Thayer MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Brooksville
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
PO Box 292   South Brooksville ME     04617
Bruno Lebel MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Bruno Lebel-207-326-8249
Wood Buyer: Bruno Lebel-207-326-8249
Sales: Bruno Lebel-207-326-8249
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
OTHER HARDWOOD  1-10MBF
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HANCOCK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Deer Isle
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
RFD Box 657   Deer Isle ME     04627
David Grindle MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Brooksville
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  8x8x16
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
RR 1 Box 10   Orrs Cove Rd   Harborside ME     04642
Ernest H. Burt, Jr MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Ernest Burt, Jr-207-326-4707
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Ellsworth
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MOULDER
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
RESAW
RESAW-HORIZONTAL
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
BOAT TIMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR - SIDING - TONGUE AND GROOVE
CEDAR SHAVINGS - LOOSE
CLAPBOARDS
CLAPBOARDS - RESAWN
FLOORING
KINDLING - BUNDLED
KINDLING - LOOSE
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 21ft
MILL TYPE 
CLAPBOARD MILL
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
HC 31 Box 1490   Ellsworth ME     04605
Jonathan Pierce MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Jon Pierce-207-584-2035
Wood Buyer: Jon Pierce-207-584-2035
Sales: Jon Pierce-207-584-2035
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
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HANCOCK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Stonington
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOAT LUMBER
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
PO Box 358   Stonington ME     04681
Hallock Custom Sawing          Lance Hallock MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Lance Hallock-207-367-5870
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Brooksville
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LIVE EDGE SIDING
TRAP STOCK
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
RFD 1 Box 64C   Brooksville ME     04617
Roy Fowler MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
OAK, WHITE  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Brooksville
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
RR 1 Box 5A   Harborside ME     04642-9701
Private Family Mill          William Blake MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Elizabeth Hotchkiss-207-326-8570
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  501-1,000 MBF
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KENNEBEC
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Gardiner
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
ALL OF ABOVE CUSTOM SAWN
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
LOG HOME STOCK
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
RT 4 Box 405   Blinn Hill Rd   Gardiner ME     04345
Chadwick Lumber Co.          Bob Chadwick MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Bob Chadwick-207-582-6042
Wood Buyer: Bob Chadwick-207-582-6042
Sales: Bob Chadwick-207-582-6042
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
OAK, WHITE  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
RED PINE  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Winslow
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
LATHS
LOG HOME STOCK
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 26ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
RR 2 Box 3570   Winslow ME     04901
McCasliim's Port-A-Mill          Carolee McCaslin MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Troy McCaslin-207-872-7889
Wood Buyer: Troy McCaslin-207-872-7889
Sales: Troy McCaslin-207-872-7889
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
OTHER HARDWOOD  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Gardiner
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LATHS
LOG HOMES
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 21ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  20x20x20
TRAP STOCK
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND
RR 4 Box 372   Gardiner ME     04345
S.A.W. Lumber Co.          Clyde Sproul MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Clyde Sproul-207-737-4965
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
RED PINE  51-100 MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  11-50 MBF
WHITE PINE  51-100 MBF
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KENNEBEC
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Hallowell
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
Box 1222 Central St   Hallowell ME     04347
Lord's Lumber          Freeman Lord MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Freeman Lord-
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
West Gardiner
MILL EQUIPMENT
MOULDER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
LOG HOME STOCK
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 20ft
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
300 Collins Mills Rd   West Gardiner ME     04345
Maker of Fine Sawdust          Garry C Baker MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Gary Baker-207-724-3550
Wood Buyer: Gary C Baker-207-724-3550
Sales: Gary C Baker-207-724-3550
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Hallowell
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PO Box 45   Hallowell ME     04347
Markham's Custom Milling          Gary Markham MILL'S CONTACTS
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Sidney
MILL EQUIPMENT
WOODMIZER BANDSAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
6 Jenkins Rd   Saco ME     04072
Frost Custom Sawing          Jeff Frost MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
OTHER SOFTWOOD  1-10MBF
OTHER HARDWOOD  1-10MBF
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KENNEBEC
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Litchfield
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER-LAG BED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 35ft
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
RT 1 Box 2760   Pond Rd   Litchfield ME     04350
Lance Gatcomb MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Lance Gatcomb-207-582-3723
Wood Buyer: Lance Gatcomb-207-582-3723
Sales: Lance Gatcomb-207-582-3723
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Litchfield
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MOULDER
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
RR 2 Box 3290   Litchfield ME     04350-9557
Litchfield Corner Woodworks          Lawrence Parlin, Jr MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Larry Parlin-207-268-2710
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Sidney
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
GRADE STAKES
LIVE EDGE SIDING
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
268 Pond Rd   Sidney ME     04330
Toulouse Lumber          Roger Toulouse MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Roger Toulouse-207-547-3442
Wood Buyer: Roger Toulouse-207-547-3442
Sales: Roger Toulouse-207-547-3442
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
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KNOX
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
St George
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CLAPBOARDS
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  6x6x16
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
419 Glenmere Rd   Tenants Harbor ME     04860
Vinal Custom Sawing          Del Vinal MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Del Vinal-207-372-8181
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Union
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
CHIPPER
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
ROSSER DEBARKER
MILL PRODUCTS
BARK MULCH - BULK
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
KINDLING - LOOSE
SHAVINGS - LOOSE
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
Attn: Herb Harriman   187 Come Spring Lane   Union ME     04862
Come Spring Sawmill          Herb Harriman MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Herb Harriman-207-785-4761
Wood Buyer: Herb Harriman-207-785-4761
Sales: Herb Harriman-207-785-4761
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
CEDAR  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
OAK, WHITE  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
WHITE PINE  101-250 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Warren
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
867 Camden Rd   Warren ME     04864
Oyster River Lumber Co.          Rick Parent MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Rick Parent-h 207-273-3737 w207-287-2191
Wood Buyer: Rick Parent-h 207-273-3737 w207-287-2191
Sales: Rick Parent-h 207-273-3737 w207-287-2191
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
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KNOX
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Warren
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
275 Beecchwood St   Warren ME     04864
Steve Sutela MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
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LINCOLN
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Dresden
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
BULL EDGER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
BOAT TIMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
FLOORING
FURNITURE
FURNITURE STOCK
LOG HOME STOCK
LOG HOMES
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 21ft
SHAKES - CEDAR
SHAKES - PINE
SHINGLES - CEDAR
SHINGLES - PINE
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
Box 40 Alexander Rd   Dresden ME     04342
Eastern River Lumber          Bruce Alexander MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Bruce Alexander Jr-207-582-4969
Wood Buyer: Bruce Alexander Jr-207-582-4969
Sales: Bruce Alexander Jr-207-582-4969
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Damariscotta
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
PO Box 99   Damariscotta ME     04543
Kea Inc          Chest Rice MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Chester Rice-207-563-3661
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Damariscotta
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
RR 1 Box 454   Damariscotta ME     
Pinkham Brothers          Daniel Pinkham MILL'S CONTACTS
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LINCOLN
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Jefferson
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
58 Waldoboro Rd   Jefferson ME     04348
J & L Lumber          Don Johnston MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Wiscasset
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 20ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  8x8x20
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
26 Doggett Rd   Wiscassett ME     04578
Taylor's Wood Products          Maynard Taylor MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Maynard T Taylor-207-882-7763
Wood Buyer: Maynard T Taylor-207-882-7763
Sales: Maynard T Taylor-207-882-7763
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Alna
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND
RR 218   Alna ME     04535
Richard Verney MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
OAK, WHITE  1-10MBF
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LINCOLN
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Waldoboro
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
FENCING
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LOG HOMES
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 20ft
SHAVINGS - LOOSE
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
1138 Old Augusta Rd   Waldoboro ME     04572
White House Lumber          Zack White MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Zach T White, Jr-207-832-7381
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
OTHER SOFTWOOD  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
CEDAR  2,001-5,000 MBF
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OXFORD
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Norway
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
76 Delano Dr   Norway ME     04268
Barry Hill MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Barry W Hill-207-527-2428
Wood Buyer: Barry W Hill-207-527-2428
Sales: Barry W Hill-207-527-2428
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Rumford
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
1025 South Main St   Rumford ME     04276
Downs Custom Sawing          Brad Downs MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Waterford
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
Deer Hill Rd Box 119   Waterford ME     04088
Delmore A Maxfield MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: D A Maxfield-207-583-4756
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
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OXFORD
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Oxford
MILL EQUIPMENT
CHIPPER
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
SHAVINGS - LOOSE
TIMBERS  (6x6)x(8x8)x?
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
26 Andrews St   Bryant Pond ME     04219
Hathaway Enterprises          E.C. Will Hathaway MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: E.C. Hathaway-207-674-2259
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Fryeburg
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL
RR 1 Box 10   Fryeburg ME     04037
Laurence Kiesman MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Laurence Kiesman-207-935-2792
Sales: Laurence Kiesman-207-935-2792
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Porter
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 20ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
Porter ME     04068
Lyndon Metcalf MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Lyndon Metcalf-207-625-8035
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Peru
MILL EQUIPMENT
PLANER
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
535 Dickvale Rd   West Peru ME     04290
Marlin Thurston MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
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OXFORD
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Porter
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
BOAT TIMBER
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 26ft
TIMBERS  (4x4)x(6x6)x(6x8)
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
23 Pine St   Porter ME     04068
Denus Welch MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Denis Welch-207-625-4891
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  51-100 MBF
HEMLOCK  51-100 MBF
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PENOBSCOT
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Stetson
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  8x8x16
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
RR 1 Box 2770   Stetson ME     04488
Arthur Eells Sawmill          MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Arthur Eells-
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Carmel
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
RR 1 Box 3544   Carmel ME     04419
Alvin Smith MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Alvin Smith-207-848-5069
Wood Buyer: Alvin Smith-207-848-5069
Sales: Alvin Smith-207-848-5069
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  101-250 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Eddington
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
BOAT TIMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
FURNITURE STOCK
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LOG HOME STOCK
RAILROAD TIES
SQUARES/BARS
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
710 Main Rd   Eddington ME     04428
Meadowbrook Custom Sawing          Charles L. Baker MILL'S CONTACTS
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PENOBSCOT
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Lincoln
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
RR3 BOX 1474   Lincoln ME     04457-9519
Ireland's Sawmill          Dale Archer MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Dale Archer-207-794-6319
Wood Buyer: Dale Archer-207-794-6319
Sales: Dale Archer-207-794-6319
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Medway
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER
PLANER-2 SIDED
STRIPPER - GANG RIPPER
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR - SIDING - TONGUE AND GROOVE
FURNITURE
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LATHS
TIMBERS  12x12x40
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
HCR 86 Box 2096   Medway ME     04460
Woody's Enterprises, Inc.          George W. McLaughlin MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: George McLaughlin, Sr-207-746-3603
Wood Buyer: George McLaughlin, Jr-207-746-3603
Sales: Rick Mclaughlin-207-746-3114
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
CEDAR  11-50 MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Carmel
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
CLAPBOARD MILL
PORTABLE, SEASONAL
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
RR 2 Box 3330   Carmel ME     04419-9622
James A. Dunton, Sr MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: James Dunton, Sr-207-848-3377
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Orrington
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
LOG HOME STOCK
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
39 Snows Corner   Orrington ME     04474
James E Grindal MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  11-50 MBF
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PENOBSCOT
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Newburgh
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL
Carmel Rd North  Box 2107   Newburgh ME     04444
Larry Nickerson MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Larry Nickerson-207-234-7125
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Bradford
MILL EQUIPMENT
CHIPPER
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
MILL PRODUCTS
BARK MULCH - BULK
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
RR 2 Box 72   Bradford ME     04410
Mel Randall MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Mel Randall-207-327-2210
Wood Buyer: Mel Randall-207-327-2210
Sales: Mel Randall-207-327-2210
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
CEDAR  251-500 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Lincoln
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
LATHS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
RR 2 Box 2580   Lincoln ME     04457
Melvin Chesley MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Melvin Chesley-207-794-2215
Wood Buyer: Melvin Chesley-207-794-2215
Sales: Melvin Chesley-207-794-2215
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Lincoln
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER
PLANER-2 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
RR 3 Box 1882   Lincoln ME     04457
Robert Jordan MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Robert Jordan-207-794-6178
Wood Buyer: Robert Jordan-207-794-6178
Sales: Robert Jordan-207-794-6178
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
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PENOBSCOT
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Hermon
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
KINDLING - LOOSE
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
RFD 3 Box 670   Bangor ME     04401
Wayne Hamel MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Wayne Hamel-207-848-5061
Wood Buyer: Wayne Hamel-207-848-5061
Sales: Wayne Hamel-207-848-5061
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
OTHER SOFTWOOD  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Hampden
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 24ft
PULP
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
704 Western Ave   Hampden ME     04444
William Deighan  Jr. MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
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PISCATAQUIS
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Abbot
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MOULDER
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 21ft
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
Box 44   Abbot Village ME     04406
Charles Brown Jr. MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
OTHER HARDWOOD  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Dover-Foxcroft
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
SHINGLES - CEDAR
MILL TYPE 
SHINGLE MILL
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
107 Dawes Rd   Dover-Foxcroft ME     04426
Haven Shingles          Cyrus Doore MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Cyrus Doore-207-564-7506
Wood Buyer: Cyrus Doore-207-564-7506
Sales: Cyrus Doore-207-564-7506
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
CEDAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Dover-Foxcroft
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
RT 2 Box 230   Dover-Foxcroft ME     04426
Ernest R. Harmon MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Ernest R Harmon-207-564-7649
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Sebec
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR - SIDING - TONGUE AND GROOVE
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 24ft
SHINGLES - CEDAR
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND
SHINGLE MILL
Barnard Rd   Sebec ME     04481
Jeff Kelman MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Jeffrey Kelman-207-564-3099
Wood Buyer: Jeffrey Kelman-207-564-3099
Sales: Jeffrey Kelman-207-564-3099
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
CEDAR  11-50 MBF
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PISCATAQUIS
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Willimantic
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
BOAT TIMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - LUMBER
FLOORING
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 21ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  18x18x20
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND
RD 2 Box 203   Guilford ME     04443
Packard Wood Products          Richard Packard MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Rick Packard-207-997-9621
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
CEDAR  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
OAK, WHITE  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Dover-Foxcroft
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL
110 Park St   Dover-Foxcroft ME     04426
Meade's Custom Sawing          Robert Meade MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Robert Meade-207-564-2429
Wood Buyer: Robert Meade-207-564-2429
Sales: Robert Meade-207-564-2429
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
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SAGADAHOC
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Bowdoinham
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MOULDER
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
PALLET STOCK
SHAVINGS - LOOSE
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
463 Carding Machine Rd   Bowdoinham ME     04008
Frank Custom Sawing          Arthur Frank MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Arthur Frank-207-737-2078
Wood Buyer: Arthur Frank-207-737-2078
Sales: Arthur Frank-207-737-2078
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Bath
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
FURNITURE STOCK
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
83 High St   Bath ME     04530
Bob A. McIntyre MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Bob McIntyre-207-442-0429
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
OAK, WHITE  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Woolwich
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
937 Middle Rd   Woolwich ME     04579-4303
K P M Custom Lumber          Fred Kahrl MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Fred Kahrl-207-442-8497
Wood Buyer: Fred Kahrl-207-442-8497
Sales: Fred Kahrl-207-442-8497
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
RED PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
OTHER HARDWOOD  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Bowdoinham
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
743 Post Rd   Bowdoinham ME     04008
Michael D Semprebon MILL'S CONTACTS
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SAGADAHOC
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Bowdoinham
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
415 Ridge Rd   Bowdoinham ME     04008
Stuart Reynolds MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Stuart Reynolds-
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Richmond
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR SHAVINGS - BAGGED
FURNITURE STOCK
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 20ft
SHAVINGS - BAGGED
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  8x8x20
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND
RFD 1 Box 640   Langdon Rd   Richmond ME     04357
Gilpatrick & Sons          Wilbur Gilpatrick MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Wilbur Gilpatrick-207-737-2090
Wood Buyer: Wilbur Gilpatrick-207-737-2090
Sales: Wilbur Gilpatrick-207-737-2090
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
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SOMERSET
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
St Albans
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
688 Dexter Rd   St Albans ME     04971
Mower Brothers          MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Norridgewock
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
CEDAR - LUMBER
LOG HOME STOCK
STUDS - 2x4
TIMBERS  2x8x14
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
114 Upper Main   Norridgewock ME     04957
Boyd Harrington MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Palmyra
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
498 Madawaska Rd   Palmyra ME     04965
Boyd Withee Logging          Boyd Withee MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Boyd Withee-207-487-5653
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Embden
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
TIMBERS  6x6x18
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
RFD 1 Box 3598   North Anson ME     04958
Black Hill Lumber Co          Cecil Cross MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Cecil Cross-207-566-5421
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
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SOMERSET
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Madison
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
ROSSER DEBARKER
MILL PRODUCTS
BARK MULCH - BULK
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
BOAT TIMBER
CEDAR - LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
KINDLING - LOOSE
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LOG HOME STOCK
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 24ft
TIMBERS  12x12x24
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
RFD #  Box 550   Madison ME     04950
Eames Hill Lumber Co.          Chet Messer MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Chet Messer-
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
RED PINE  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
BEECH  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Norridgewock
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
PO Box 879   Norridgewock ME     04957
David Jarvis MILL'S CONTACTS
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SOMERSET
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Madison
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
PLANER-LAG BED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
BOAT TIMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR - SIDING - TONGUE AND GROOVE
CLAPBOARDS
CLAPBOARDS - RESAWN
FLATWARE
FLOORING
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LOG HOME STOCK
LOG HOMES
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 20ft
PALLET STOCK
RAILROAD TIES
SQUARES/BARS
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  12x12x20
MILL TYPE 
CLAPBOARD MILL
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
RFD 2 Box 941 B   Madison ME     04950
Libby Enterprises          Doug Libby MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Doug Libby-207-474-8035
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Moose River
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
CLAPBOARD MILL
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
SHINGLE MILL
HCR 76 Box 48   Jackman ME     04945
James A. Smyth MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Jim Smyth-207-668-4877
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Bingham
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
RR2 Box 1120   Stream Rd   Bingham ME     04920
Jeff Mc Donald MILL'S CONTACTS
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SOMERSET
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Anson
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - LUMBER
CUSTOM QUARTER SAWING
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  4x6x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
RR 1 Box 2930   North Anson ME     04958
Jerry Sass MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Jerry Sass-207-635-2846
Wood Buyer: Jerry Sass-207-635-2846
Sales: Jerry Sass-207-635-2846
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Palmyra
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
351 Webb Ridge Rd   Palmyra ME     04965-9624
Larson Lumber Co.          John Larson MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: John Larson-207-938-2037
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Mercer
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
FLOORING
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
RFD 2 Box 2158   Mercer ME     04957
Wood Idea          Michael Bartholf MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Michael Bartholf-207-587-4832
Wood Buyer: Michael Bartholf-207-587-4832
Sales: Michael Bartholf-207-587-4832
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
RED PINE  51-100 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Pittsfield
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
CEDAR - LUMBER
CLAPBOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LOG HOME STOCK
LOG HOMES
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
294 Spring Rd   Pittsfield ME     4967
Mike's Sawmill & Equipment          Michael Cummings MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Michael Cummings-207-487-5603
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
CEDAR  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
WHITE PINE  51-100 MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
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SOMERSET
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
New Portland
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
RR 1 Box 3800   North Anson ME     04958
Michael Wales MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Madison
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
KINDLING - LOOSE
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LOG HOME STOCK
LOG HOMES
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 36ft
SHAVINGS - LOOSE
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
RFD 2 Box 2260   Madison ME     04950
Ruman's Sawmill          Mike Ruman MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
St Albans
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 20ft
SHAVINGS - LOOSE
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  8x8x16
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
156 Ballard Rd   St. Albans ME     04971
Ballard's Sawmill          Timothy Ballard MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Tim Ballard-207-938-2669
Wood Buyer: Tim Ballard-207-938-2669
Sales: Tim Ballard-207-938-2669
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Monroe
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
47 Curtis Rd   Monroe ME     04951
Block Bros Lumber          Andy Block MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Andy Block-207-525-3062
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Morrill
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LIVE EDGE SIDING
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 24ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
165 Weymouth Rd   Morrill ME     04952
Littlefield Lumber          Charles Kip Littlefield MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Charles Littlefield-207-342-5344
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Winterport
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
RFD 1 Box 1175   Winterport ME     04496-4424
Conrad W. Grant MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Conrad W. Grant-207-223-4368
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Liberty
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
FENCING
FENCING - CEDAR
FLATWARE
FLOORING
FURNITURE
FURNITURE SQUARES
KINDLING - LOOSE
LOG HOME STOCK
LOG HOMES
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 25ft
SHAVINGS - LOOSE
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  12x12x24
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
Box 1044   Liberty ME     04949
Duane Jewett MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
BEECH  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
CEDAR  11-50 MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
RED PINE  11-50 MBF
OAK, RED  11-50 MBF
ASH  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Belmont
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
358 Augusta Rd   Belmont ME     04952
Belmont Furniture          Eugeme Palmer MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Eugene Palmer-207-342-5349
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Morrill
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
22 Hartshorn Rd   Morrill ME     04952
Dube's Custom Sawing          Gabriel Dube MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Gabriel Dube-207-342-3121
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Morrill
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
77 Higgins Hill Rd   Morrill ME     04952
Cordwood Shop          Gary Grant MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Morrill
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
PO Box 95   Morrill ME     04952
Kenneth J. Lane MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Ken Lane-207-342-4306
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Monroe
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LIVE EDGE SIDING
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
82 Curtis Rd   Monroe ME     04951
Downeast Land Mgt Co.          Kenneth Strickland, Jr MILL'S CONTACTS
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Searsmont
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL
RR 1 Box 1930   Searsmont ME     04973
Peter Laing MILL'S CONTACTS
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Freedom
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
RFD 1 Box 2262   Freedom ME     04941
Larry Buffington MILL'S CONTACTS
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Liberty
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL
RFD 1 Box 2275   Liberty ME     04949
Lawrence Rotch MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Lawrence Rotch-207-845-2250
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Unity
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
PO Box 630   Unity ME     04988
Pine View Lumber          Mark A. Mesaric MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Mark Mesaric-207-948-2546
Wood Buyer: Mark Mesaric-207-948-2546
Sales: Mark Mesaric-207-948-2546
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  101-250 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Unity
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
2720 Quaker Hill Rd   Unity ME     04988
Matthew Lincoln MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Matthew Lincoln-207-948-2936
Wood Buyer: Matthew Lincoln-207-948-2936
Sales: Matthew Lincoln-207-948-2936
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Belfast
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
KINDLING - LOOSE
SHINGLES - CEDAR
MILL TYPE 
SHINGLE MILL
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
RFD 3 Box 498   Pitcher Rd   Belfast ME     04915
Ralph Littlefield MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Ralph Littlefield-207-338-1163
Wood Buyer: Ralph Littlefield-207-338-1163
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
CEDAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Thorndike
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
670 Underpass Rd   Jackson ME     04921
Johnson, R. A. Construction          Richard A Johnson MILL'S CONTACTS
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Unity
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
FURNITURE STOCK
MILL TYPE 
PO Box 657   Unity ME     04988
Morrison Lumber          Rick Morrison MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Richard Morrison-207-948-5000
Wood Buyer: Richard Morrison-207-948-5000
Sales: Richard Morrison-207-948-5000
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
OTHER HARDWOOD  1-10MBF
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Monroe
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
RFD 1 Box 2493   Monroe ME     04951
Woody Stein MILL'S CONTACTS
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Calais
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 22ft
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
RT #1 Box 200   Calais ME     04619
Carl Ross MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Lubec
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR - SIDING - TONGUE AND GROOVE
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 30ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  10x10x30
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
Rt #191 Box 3390   Lubec ME     04652
Yate's Sawmill          David Yates MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
OTHER SOFTWOOD  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Pembroke
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
Ox Cove Rd   Pembroke ME     04666
Cinqueterre Tree Farm          H. Leslie Prickett MILL'S CONTACTS
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Addison
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 20ft
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  6x6x16
TRAP STOCK
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
RT 1 Box 604   Addison ME     04606
Harry Stevens MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Harry Stevens-207-497-2816
Wood Buyer: Harry F Stevens-207-497-2816
Sales: Harry F Stevens-207-497-2816
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Steuben
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
BOAT TIMBER
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR SHAVINGS - LOOSE
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 30ft
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
RT 1 Box 950   Steuben ME     04680
Eastern Maine Mill Works          Henry Bernier MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Henry Bernier-207-546-7116
Wood Buyer: Henry Bernier-207-546-7116
Sales: Henry Bernier-207-546-7116
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Baileyville
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
PO Box 206   Baileyville ME     04694
James B. Mann          James Mann MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: James Mann-207-427-6690
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Pembroke
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
BOAT TIMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR SHAVINGS - LOOSE
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
FENCING - CEDAR
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 24ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  10x10x20
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
RR1 Box 179AA   Perry ME     04667
Pembroke Lumber Co Inc          Tom Pottle MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Tom Pottle-207-853-4714
Wood Buyer: Tom Pottle-207-853-4714
Sales: Tom Pottle-207-853-4714
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
RED PINE  11-50 MBF
CEDAR  11-50 MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  11-50 MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  11-50 MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
TAMARACK  11-50 MBF
OAK, RED  11-50 MBF
ASH  11-50 MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  11-50 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Columbia Falls
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
BOAT TIMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
CLAPBOARDS
CLAPBOARDS - RESAWN
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
FENCING
FENCING -  WHITE WOOD
FENCING - CEDAR
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 24ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
Sawmill Service   RFD Box 137`   Columbia Falls ME     04623
Caler Farms          Wendal Caler MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Wendell H Caler-207-483-2936
Wood Buyer: Wendell H Caler-207-483-2936
Sales: Wendell H Caler-207-483-2936
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
RED PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
TAMARACK  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
OAK, WHITE  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
SPRUCE AND FIR  11-50 MBF
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Parsonsfield
MILL EQUIPMENT
CHIPPER
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
213 Moulton Rd   Box 420   Parsonsfield ME     04047
Morrill, Clarence F.  & Sons, Inc.          Clarence F. Morrill MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: J David Morrill-207-625-4084
Wood Buyer: J David Morrill-207-625-4084
Sales: J David Morrill-207-625-4084
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
HEMLOCK  5,001-10,000 MBF
WHITE PINE  10,001-50,000 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Limerick
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
RT 2 Box 1013 Clarks Brdg Rd   Limerick ME     04048
Donald Dyer, Sr. MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Biddeford
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
FURNITURE STOCK
KINDLING - LOOSE
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 27ft
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
27 Buzzel Rd   Biddeford ME     04005
Hussey Custom Sawing          Doug Hussey MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Douglas Hussey-207-282-7396
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
York
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CLAPBOARDS
CRAFT & HOBBY ITEMS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
FURNITURE
FURNITURE SQUARES
FURNITURE STOCK
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
SHINGLES - PINE
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
TURNING SQUARES
TURNINGS
MILL TYPE 
CLAPBOARD MILL
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
SHINGLE MILL
RT #3 Box 499   Waterman Rd   Gorham ME     04038
Trundy Spring Farm          Frank Davis MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Frank Davis-207-929-4404
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
OTHER HARDWOOD  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Arundel
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR - DIMENSION
CEDAR - LUMBER
CEDAR - SIDING - TONGUE AND GROOVE
CEDAR SHAVINGS - BAGGED
FLOORING
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LOG HOME STOCK
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 28ft
SHAVINGS - BAGGED
TIMBERS  12x12x28
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND
Box 346 Thompson Rd   Arundel ME     04046
John B. Kimball MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: John Kimball-207-283-6509
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  11-50 MBF
SOFT MAPLE (RED, SWAMP)  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  51-100 MBF
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Kennebunkport
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
HORIZONTAL RESAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
CLAPBOARDS - RESAWN
SHAKES - PINE
SHINGLES - PINE
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  10x12x16
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
PO Box 324   Kennebunkport ME     04046-0324
John W. Cleary MILL'S CONTACTS
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
York
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
SHINGLES - PINE
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
135 Josiah Norton Rd   Cape Neddick ME     03902
Dixon Mills          Karl Dixon MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
OAK, WHITE  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  11-50 MBF
WHITE PINE  101-250 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Shapleigh
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
987 Back Rd   Shapleigh ME     04076
Ken Keating MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Ken Keating-207-324-7904
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Wells
MILL EQUIPMENT
CIRCULAR SAW
MULTIPLE SAW EDGER
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
KINDLING - BUNDLED
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL
1274 Post Rd   Wells ME     04090
Morse Forest Products          Martin Morse MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Martin Morse-207-646-5700
Wood Buyer: Martin Morse-207-646-5700
Sales: Martin Morse-207-646-5700
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
RED PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Elliot
MILL EQUIPMENT
CHIPPER
CIRCULAR SAW
MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
439 State Rd   Eliot ME     03903
Nelson Raitt MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Nelson Raitt-
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Shapleigh
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
PO Box 97   Springvale ME     04083
Robert Ferguson MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Robert Ferguson-207-324-5357
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Lebanon
MILL EQUIPMENT MILL PRODUCTS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE
Box 412   East Lebanon ME     04027
Robert Hutchins MILL'S CONTACTS
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Cornish
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 24ft
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING - BAND
HCR 69 Box 55   Cornish ME     04020
Robert Scott MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Robert Scott-207-625-4709
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
HEMLOCK  1-10MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  11-50 MBF
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YORK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Buxton
MILL EQUIPMENT
CHIPPER
CIRCULAR SAW
ROSSER DEBARKER
MILL PRODUCTS
BARK MULCH - BULK
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
LONG LUMBER 18 ft to 20ft
PALLET STOCK
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, SEASONAL, CUSTOM SAWING
RR1 Box 199A   West Buxton ME     04093
Shepard Farms Sawmill          Robert Shepard MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Robert Shepard-207-929-5572
Wood Buyer: Robert Shepard-207-929-5572
Sales: Robert Shepard-207-929-5572
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  51-100 MBF
WHITE PINE  101-250 MBF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
Cornish
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
CIRCULAR SAW
PLANER-1 SIDED
PLANER-4 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
BOAT LUMBER
CEDAR - DECKING 5/4 
CEDAR SHAVINGS - LOOSE
DIMENSION PLANKS 2x4 - 2x12
FENCING -  WHITE WOOD
FENCING - CEDAR
FLOORING
FURNITURE
FURNITURE STOCK
KINDLING - LOOSE
LANDSCAPING TIES AND TIMBERS
LIVE EDGE SIDING
SHAVINGS - LOOSE
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS
MILL TYPE 
PORTABLE, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
SQUARE MILL
RT 5 Box 17     Limerick Rd   Cornish ME     04020
R B J Sawing          Ron Leonhartt MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Ron Leonhartt-207-625-8323
Wood Buyer: Ron Leonhartt-207-625-8323
Sales: Ron Leonhartt-207-625-8323
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  101-250 MBF
RED PINE  11-50 MBF
BEECH  1-10MBF
YELLOW BIRCH  1-10MBF
HARD MAPLE (ROCK, SUGAR)  1-10MBF
HEMLOCK  51-100 MBF
WHITE BIRCH  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  51-100 MBF
ASH  1-10MBF
ASPEN/POPLAR  1-10MBF
OTHER HARDWOOD  1-10MBF
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YORK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
1 to 9
LOCATION
North Berwick
MILL EQUIPMENT
BAND SAW
CHIPPER
PLANER
PLANER-1 SIDED
MILL PRODUCTS
BEAMS & TIMBERS
BOARDS
STUDS - 2x4
STUDS - 2x6
TIMBERS  24x24x30
MILL TYPE 
STATIONARY, HOBBY/FARM/OWN USE, CUSTOM SAWING
STATIONARY, YEAR ROUND, CUSTOM SAWING
209 Lebanon Rd   North Berwick ME     03906
Oak Hill Trucking          Steve Nicholl MILL'S CONTACTS
Mill Manager: Steve Nicholl-207-676-5589
SPECIES AND VOLUME SAWN
SPRUCE AND FIR  1-10MBF
WHITE PINE  1-10MBF
CEDAR  1-10MBF
OAK, RED  1-10MBF
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